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Now for the bad

3 percent of all

news, people who

serious crashes, but
roughly 30 percent
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drive older-model
SUVs are still

of passenger-vehicle fatalities. The design of old-

susceptible to greatly elevated rates of rollovers.

er-model SUVs—a narrow wheel base and higher

If you have been injured in a rollover accident,

center of gravity—contributed greatly. Rollovers

contact an auto accident attorney to protect your

render vehicle occupants more vulnerable to ex-

rights. Certain elements must be present in order

pulsion from the vehicle, head and spinal cord

to file a personal injury claim:

injuries, and death. Rollovers were caused by
excessive cornering, overcorrection by the driver,

• Your vehicle must have an unreasonably

sudden directional changes, poor road conditions,

dangerous defect (design or manufacturing)

and carrying too much weight.

that caused occupants to suffer injury.

Hangovers are

But there is good news concerning newer-

headaches

model SUVs. In 2011, the Insurance Institute for

despite the fact that the vehicle was being

Highway Safety reported that SUVs had become

used as intended.
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• The defect caused the injury to take place

safer than cars, with fatalities per million approximately half those of cars and pickups. Much of

• The condition of the vehicle had no sig-

this can be attributed to redesign and additional

nificant changes compared to its original

safety features, including electronic stability con-

purchase. ■

trol, a computer-based system that aids drivers in
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ROUNDUP MAY BE

hazardous to
your health

CONSTRUCTION-SITE

DANGERS, ACCIDENTS AND

liability

Construction has one of the highest injury rates of any

One of the best selling

industry out there, and complexities abound in many con-

weed killers of all time,

struction-site accident cases. In bigger projects, there is a

is Monsanto’s Roundup.

wide variety of entities represented: the construction-site

However an increasingly

landowner, contractors (general, prime, and subcontractors),

larger number of peer re-

design and engineering professionals, and manufacturers of

viewed research studies

construction machinery and equipment.

have linked Roundup to 44
different diseases includ-

Work and legal responsibilities are often delegated in con-

ing lymphoma, liver cancer

struction projects. Who is responsible for accidents and

and Parkinson’s disease.

injuries and to what extent may not always be obvious. Site
owners are responsible for injuries that arise due to harmful

Consumers including

conditions they knew of or should reasonably have known of,

homeowners, landscapers routinely use this widely avail-

and didn’t disclose. Contractors have a duty to provide safe

able pesticide as it is prominently advertised as being most

working conditions for their workers, make sure their workers

effective at killing weeds. However the main component of

are properly trained, warn of hazards or defects at work sites,

Roundup is a toxic substance by the name of Glyphosate.

and comply with safety regulations. Architects and engineers
are tasked with ensuring that design plans and specifica-

In another troubling development, genetically modi-

tions are adhered to, and code regulations complied with.

fied crops are being created with a specific tolerance to

Manufacturers of machinery and equipment may be under the

Roundup and Glyphosate. In other words, mass spraying of

gun if defects or poor design lead to accidents and injury.

Roundup will not effect the crops themselves but will certainly expose consumers of those crops to the toxic effects

Construction accidents encompass falls, explosions, burns,

of this drug be a long term use.

exposure to toxic chemicals, malfunctioning equipment,
crushing weight, collapsing scaffolding, falling debris, elec-

At present, I would advise you to be your own best protec-

trocution, and repetitive-motion and lifting injuries, among

tor of yourself and your family. Do your own research on

others.

this subject. Keep up to date with the continuing research.
Exercise common sense precautions when using such pesti-

To protect passersby, unsafe areas need to be blocked off,

cides such as wearing gloves, masks and eye protection, and

warning signs must be posted, and approach areas or by-

washing thoroughly after any use of this chemical.

passes should be free of hazards. There are also issues of
workers’ compensation that may be visited, depending on

You may feel a little foolish at first but remember that DDT

the situation.

(which is also manufactured by Monsanto) was thought to
be a harmless and effective pesticide for decades before

If you are injured at a work site, contact an experienced

its devastating effect on the environment was recognized.

construction-accident injury attorney to navigate your way

Better to be safe than sorry. ■

through the maze of issues to protect your rights. ■
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The magnificent blue whale can reach 100 feet in length
and 150 tons in weight—the largest animal that has ever
existed. Blue whales achieve that massive size on a diet
comprised nearly exclusively of krill, tiny shrimp-like
creatures. Depending on the time of year, a blue whale
may ingest 4,000 pounds a day.
Blue whale calves are born already among the largest
animals in the world, weighing close to three tons and
stretching out to 25 feet.
They gorge on nothing but
their mother’s milk in their
first year of life, and pack
on 200 pounds a day during that span.
Communicating quietly is
not a blue whale’s forte.
They emit clicks, moans,

and whistles that scientists believe can be heard by
other blue whales up to 1,000 miles away and also act
as a form of sonar to keep tabs on the ocean’s lightless
depths.
Blue whales frequent all of the earth’s oceans during the
course of a year, often traveling alone or in pairs. They
don’t have many natural predators due to their enormity.
An occasional shark or killer whale may launch an attack
on a vulnerable blue whale, but banging into a ship is a
more prevalent danger. Mankind, not surprisingly, has
been their most feared enemy due to excessive hunting.
Blue whales were placed under the protection of
the International Whaling Commission in 1966 and
are currently on the U.S. Endangered Species List.
Approximately 10,000 still roam our planet’s oceans,
down from nearly 200,000 at the start of the 20th
century. ■

hangovers are headaches

December 7 – Pearl Harbor Day
December 21 – First Day of Winter
December 25 – Christmas Day
December 26 – Kwanzaa Begins
December 31 – New Year ’s Eve

OF THE DEEP BLUE SEA

December 2013 Important Dates

behemoths

A study published in the September 2013 issue of Food & Function magazine suggests that Sprite soda may have potential in quelling
the aftereffects of a night on the town. Here’s why (put on your chemistry cap):
When a person drinks alcohol (ethanol), the liver gets busy processing it. An enzyme called alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) breaks
down ethanol into acetaldehyde. Acetaldehyde is what causes the feeling of a hangover. The lining of the stomach is irritated, blood
sugar dips, and blood vessels expand, which all contribute to throbbing headaches, the slightest sound feels like a sledgehammer, the
person gets sleepy, and dehydration and its side effects may intrude upon the scene.
Another enzyme then acts upon the acetaldehyde—aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH)—transforming it into acetate, which essentially
removes it from the nasty cycle of hangover havoc. Scientists hope to be able to speed up the transformation of acetaldehyde to acetate to diminish the interval of time one is afflicted with hangover symptoms.
Researchers decided that instead of developing a new pharmaceutical to chemically manipulate the process, they’d investigate if any
already-existing products did the trick. Fifty-seven beverages were analyzed, including various teas and carbonated drinks. Herbal
teas were found to slow the process (bad news for hangover sufferers); Sprite and soda water hastened it best, but a number of other
factors still need to be explored.
Although the research is only in the preliminary stages, it wouldn’t be shocking if stock prices for Sprite soared in the near future. ■
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This publication is intended to educate the general public about personal injury, medical malpractice, and other issues. It is for information purposes only and is not intended to
be legal advice. Prior to acting on any information contained here, you should seek and retain competent counsel. The information in this newsletter may be freely copied and
distributed as long as the newsletter is copied in its entirety.

Holiday Wishes
As 2013 comes to a close, it is our sincerest hope that
you and your family will experience a joyous and
safe holiday season and that the New Year
brings you peace and happiness.
We are truly grateful for our clients, friends and
associates who have made this year so special.
Best wishes to you from all of us.
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